NOTES: DETAIL C-1 AND C-2
1. Flagging & symbol sign must be provided if turning traffic conflicts with one way traffic.
2. If road closure exceeds 24 hours, a detour sign per NDOT and MUTCD standards must be provided.

SAME SIGN SEQUENCE, SPACING, & FLAGGER REQUIRED FOR OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC.

SAME SIGN SEQUENCE, SPACING, & FLAGGER REQUIRED FOR OPPOSITE DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC.

PILOT VEHICLE TURN AROUND

NOTES: DETAIL C-3
Use a flagger at all intersecting roadways. Refer to general note p. SHEET 745-2, for requirements at operating traffic signals.

MOUNT SIGN C304 ON REAR OF PILOT VEHICLE

FLAGGING OPERATION - ONE WAY WITH POTENTIAL ENCROACHMENT BY WORK VEHICLE
(Detail C-1)

FLAGGING OPERATION - TWO WAY WITH ONE LANE CLOSED
(Detail C-2)

FLAGGING OPERATIONS WITH USE OF PILOT VEHICLE
(Detail C-3)

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE SHOWN IN METERS (m) UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.